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Abstract--The aggregate update problem has received considerable attention since pure functional 
programming languages were recognised as an interesting research topic. There is extensive literature in 
this area, which proposes a wide variety of solutions. We have tried to apply some of the proposed 
solutions to our own applications to see how these solutions work in practice. We have been able to use 
destructive updates but are not convinced that this could have been achieved without application specific 
knowledge. In particular, no form of update analysis has been reported that is applicable to non-fiat 
domains in polymorphic languages with higher order functions. 

It is our belief that a refinement of the monolithic approach towards constructing arrays may be a good 
alternative to using the incremental approach with destructive updates. 

lazy functional languages array updates compilation annotation measurements 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In a pure functional language it is difficult to implement an update on an aggregate data structure 
in an efficient way. The problem is that unless the aggregate is known to be single threaded [1], 
a copy must be made of  the entire aggregate, which may then be destructively updated. Otherwise 
the vitally important referential transparency property is lost. For the sake of definiteness we 
will concentrate on the use of a particular aggregate data structure: the array. We study three 
lazy functional programs that use arrays. In constructing these programs we have tried to apply 
the techniques proposed in the literature to achieve the best performance that arrays in a lazy 
functional language have to offer. The focus is on practical aspects. Sometimes an appropriate 
analysis is able to discover essential information required to achieve a high performance, and 
sometimes this cannot be achieved without the help of the programmer. Each example is 
programmed in various styles of using arrays. Measurements are reported using an implementation 
that supports a wide range of different array primitives and implementations. 

There are three basic operations to be implemented on arrays: create, subscript and update. An 
array can be implemented in many ways, but our preferred implementation is a container [2], which 
is just a contiguous block of  memory. The container holds either the actual array elements, or 
pointers to the array elements. This depends on the implementation of the functional language. 
The use of  a container of  size N permits O (1) subscript time, and O (N) creation time. The problem 
is to also implement O(1) update time. 

There are two basically different ways of using arrays: incrementally or monolithically [3]. When 
the calculations involved in creating an array follow some kind of regular pattern, a monolithic 
operation should be appropriate: this creates an entire array in one single operation. When no 
sufficiently simple regularity can be discerned, an incremental approach is required: this repeatedly 
updates the current version of  the array in one or more places to form the next version. Such 
updates are impossible with the monolithic approach. Monolithic array operations can be expressed 
in terms of incremental operations and vice versa, so the expressive power of both approaches is 
the same [4]. Depending on the implementation, there may be large differences in space and time 
complexity. 

The incremental approach is of a lower level whereas the monolithic approach is of a higher level 
of abstraction. This favours the monolithic approach, and indeed some researchers have noted that 
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programs using the monolithic approach are clearer [5]. The programming style that should be 
followed when writing functional programs using arrays should aim for using monolithic array 
operations. This is consistent with a commonly accepted preference for the use of higher order 
functions rather than explicit recursions [6]. 

Having said this, is the aggregate update problem still a major issue? Unfortunately, the answer 
is yes. Consider a monolithic array operation that transforms an old array into a new one, for 
instance by applying a certain function to all the array elements. This also presents the array update 
problem, for the result of the operation requires a container that has the same size as the container 
holding the input array. So the implementation should attempt to reuse that container [4]. 

There is a difference between the two manifestations of the aggregate update problem. Suppose 
that a certain algorithm requires an array of size N to be updated M times in its entirety. A naive 
incremental implementation, which copies the array upon each update, requires O(N 2 × M) space, 
whereas a naive monolithic implementation requires O(N x M) space. The naive incremental 
implementation is thus worse than the naive monolithic implementation. For some applications, 
even a naive monolithic impelementation may be acceptable, if the work involved in calculating 
the O(N x M) array elements is sufficiently large. 

In a non-strict functional language, both the monolithic and the incremental arrays have a 
further problem, because in such a language also the arrays are non-strict. This means that arrays 
may have undefined elements. Unless strictness analysis can prove otherwise, which is hard, 
array elements must be created as suspended computations and unfortunately suspensions 
are costly. Consider the creation of an array of N integers, as generated by N distinct function 
calls, say ( f  1 ) . . .  ( f  N). In a strict language this requires a container of size N integers. In 
a non-strict language, a container of the same size is required to store pointers to N suspen- 
sions. Each of these suspensions requires space capable of holding at least 2 pointers (one to 
point at the function and one to point at the argument) but often more. Let us assume that a 
pointer requires the same amount of space as an integer, then in total the non-strict array requires 
at least 3N space. The time required to manipulate a non-strict array is greater, not only because 
more space needs to be allocated but also because the storage occupied by N + 1 logically separate 
objects (1 container + N suspensions) must be collected. The time complexity of allocating and 
recovering a strict array is thus O(1), and the time complexity for handling a non-strict array 
is O(N). 

The problem of efficiently implementing arrays in a non-strict language is further compounded 
by the requirement that at runtime it must be possible to distinguish evaluated objects from 
unevaluated objects. Sometimes the compiler already knows that an expression is evaluated, and 
so it may generate code that avoids testing at runtime whether the expression has or has not been 
evaluated. The expressions that are known to be evaluated may be represented as unboxed objects 
[7]. Expressions that are not known to be evaluated must be represented by boxed objects. 
An important disadvantage of boxed objects is that they require some extra information, which 
takes up space. Boxing analysis is just as difficult as strictness analysis, thus one might expect that 
the compiler cannot always avoid the creation of boxed objects. 

The discussion of boxed and unboxed representations suggests that in an implementation there 
might be two different representations of an array (of integers say). The first is the fully boxed 
representation such as it has been described above. A second, more efficient representation allows 
for unboxed components of the array. This means that the components of the array reside in 
the container, just as in an implementation of a strict functional language or an imperative 
language. Such a representation is only safe if the compiler knows that all the array components 
are evaluated, no matter where and when they are used. Even if only one component cannot be 
proved to be evaluated, all components must be represented as boxed values. This means that an 
array with unboxed components must be implemented as a container with pointers to separate heap 
cells. These cells may then either contain a suspension, or after evaluation and updating, a boxed 
integer. 

The destructive update problem in lazy functional languages has a wide range of aspects, 
including strictness analysis and subscript analysis [4], as well as the question of whether to use 
incremental or monolithic array primitives. The difficulty in implementing destructive updates lies 
not so much in developing the right kind of analysis for it, but more in the problems raised by 
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combining the many different analyses, which all have to work together in harmony to achieve good 
results. 

The destructive update problem can be avoided in a number of ways. The two most promising 
approaches are based on monads [8] or on unique types [9]. Both approaches ultimately use 
the type system to guarantee that a data structure is single threaded, and that destructive 
updates are therefore safe. These approaches are interesting because no clever analysis is required 
to detect single threadedness. It is annotated (but in very different ways) by the programmer 
and the annotations are verified by the system. These two alternative approaches thus represent 
a safe way to express imperative programming concepts in a functional context. We shall not 
consider these alternatives here, because our main interest is in contrasting the imperative 
and functional style. The former is represented by the incremental approach to array handling and 
the latter by the monolithic approach. In our view the monadic approach, the unique typing 
approach, and the analysis approach such as we have used, have the same net effect on the handling 
of arrays. 

Also, because our main interest is in contrasting the imperative and functional style, we do not 
consider programs that cannot be implemented efficiently in a monolithic style. An example of such 
a program is in updating a large data base. 

We are well aware of  the fact that for many algorithms efficient functional implementations exists 
that work on lists, as opposed to arrays. In our earlier paper [10] we have investigated a number 
of  different versions of  the fast Fourier transform. We found that list based implementations can 
be efficient, but they are beyond the scope of  our present focus on arrays. Such list based 
implementations will not be considered here. 

In Section 2, an example program is taken from the literature and two other example problems 
are presented in some detail. Measurements are reported in Section 3. The last section presents the 
conclusions. 

2. E X A M P L E  PROBLEMS 

The three examples are the ubiquitous quick sort program (qs), the fast Fourier transform (fit) 
and a tidal prediction program (wv), which simulates the behaviour of an estuary of the North 
Sea over a number of  time steps. The monolithic version of qs is taken from Wadler's paper [11], 
the incremental version originates from Hudak's paper [12]. The fit and wv programs will be 
described in the following sections. The array primitives being used are borrowed from the 
languages Tale [13] and Haskell [14]. Angular brackets are used here to denote an array thus: 
( a t " '  a,~. All arrays are accompanied by a descriptor pair (l, u), which holds the lower bound 
l and the upper bound u of the array. Here are two examples of array primitives. The first is the 
function tabulate, taken from the language Tale, which allocates a block of  memory with u - 1 + 1 
references to applications of  the function f thus: 0el), 0C(l + 1)) etc: 

tabulate :: (int ~ot)--.(int x i n t )~array  o f  
tabulate f ( l ,  u) = ( ( / 7 ) . . .  ( f  u ) )  

The second example function accum is from Haskell: 

accum :: ( c t ~ f l ~ 7 ) ~ a r r a y  o f f - - l i s t  o f  (int × f l )~ar ray  o f  ~ 
accum f ( aj . . . a, }vs = ( OColdl f at [v 1(i, v ) ~  vs ; i = l ] ) . . .  OColdl f a, [v 1(i, v ),--vs ; i = u])} 

2.1. The discrete Fourier transform 

The discrete Fourier transform of N complex data items is defined as follows: 

N - 1  

x;  = ~ x~ x w jk f o r j = 0 . . . N - - 1  
k = O  

where w = e 2ni/N. 

The N input elements Xy are transformed into N output values xj .  A straightforward algorithm 
to compute the discrete Fourier transform would require O(N 2) steps. Cooley and Tukey [15] 
published the fit algorithm, which completes the required calculation in O(N × log N) steps, 
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X3 X0 Xl X 

© 

level 0 using w 2j 

level 1 using wlJ 

Fig. 1. The data flow in a 4-point fast Fourier transform. 

provided that N is a power of 2. Figure 1 illustrates the data flow when an array of 4 elements 
is processed by the fit. 

The input ( X o ' ' ' X N - 1 )  is transformed to ( x 0 " "  x '  N 1) in log2N (=2)  steps. Each step 
calculates an intermediate array from its input values, shown as levels 0 and 1 in Fig. 1. On each 
level, the input array is fed in pairs into N - 2 independent calculations, shown as cells in Fig. 1. 
The computation within each cell, called a butterfly because of  its graphical appearance, is the 
function bfly shown at the bottom of  Fig. 2. In Fig. 1, a butterfly is shown as two circles, each 
connected by three arrows. What changes from level to level is the span of each butterfly 
(k = j  + 2 je~et) and the positions where butterflies are applied. The input elements at level 0 must 
appear in a particular order, but we will not be concerned with this aspect of the program here 
(see Ref. [10]). 

The data flow of  Fig. 1 indicates that the left inputs of all butterflies are connected in a 
regular way to the outputs on the next higher level. The regularity is the following: the left wing 
of a butterfly at level m is connected to xj at level m - 1, when the binary representation o f j  has 
a zero in the m th bit position. In Fig. 1 for example, the left inputs of the butterflies at level 1 
are connected to x0 and x~, because bit 1 is zero in 0 and 1. 

The implementation in Fig. 2 is based on the observed regularity. The first argument n of  the 
function fit is used to compute the current level m. All levels will have been handled as soon as 
n reaches the value 0 and the recursion is then terminated. There are two implementations leveli 
and level,, of  the function that expresses the butterfly application on one level m. These two 
functions have the same semantics but differ in the way the array x is handled. 

Both versions of  level use the auxiliary functions bflylist, bfly and bit to perform the butterfly 
calculation. The function bi t jm calculates the value of the mth bit position of the integer j. The 
mentioned regular connections of the left inputs xj of  the butterflies are expressed in the program 
by the restriction bitj m = 0. The span of the butterflies at level m is 2 m, so the index for the right 
inputs XK is k = j + 2". 

The function leveli is based on the incremental approach towards array construction. At each 
invocation of  level, elements at positions j and k of the input array x are replaced by two new 
values vj and Vk, which are destined for the same positions j and k. The way in which the 
replacement is effectuated (i.e. destructively or non-destructively) will be considered later. 

The monolithic approach towards array construction is embodied in the function levelm, which 
replaces the entire array by a new one rather than piecemeal as in the incremental approach. 
The contents of  the new array are produced by the list comprehension under the keyword where 
as the list 1. This list is actually a list of  two-element lists, which must therefore be flattened by 
the function concat. The association pairs produced will appear in some particular order that is 
not the index order of the array. This explains why the function array has been used, which builds 
an array out of a list of  index value pairs. The index computations are based on the regularity 
inherent in the fit algorithm. Without such regularity, it would not have been possible to use the 
monolithic approach at all. 
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main 
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:: array of complex 
= f i t  (N + 2) (reorder N input) 

f i t  :: int --, array of complex ~ array of complex 

f i t  O z = x 

f f t n x  = f i t  ( n + 2 )  y 
where  
m = log 2 ( N +  (n x 2)) 
y = level 0 m n x II Choose either level,,~ or leveli 

leveli, level,,, :: 
leveli j m n x 

int ~ int 
= z ,  if j =  

= level~ (j  + 

= leveli (j  + 
where  
y = update x j vj 

z = update y k vk 

[(J', ~s), (k, 

int ~ array of complex ~ array of complex 
N 
1) m n z ,  i f b i t j m = O  
1) m n x, otherwise 

vk)] = bflylist j m n x 

level,~ j m n x = array (bounds x) (concat l) 

where  

l = [bflylist j m n x ] j ~ [O.. . N  - 1 ] ;  bit j m = O] 

bflylist :: int ~ int ~ int ~ array of complex --, list of (int x complex) 
bflylist j m n x = [(j, vj) ,  (k, vk)] 

where  
k = j + 2  m 

(v j , vk )  = bfly (n x j )  (subscript z j )  (subscript x k) 

bfly :: int --* complex -~ complex ~ (complex x complex) 

bfly j z j  x~ = (xj  + z, x j  - z) 
where  

g -.~ X k  X W j 

Fig. 2. Two implementations of the fit: level,, follows the monolithic approach and level, follows the 
incremental approach towards array construction. 

181 

The monolithic implementation creates a considerable amount of intermediate list structure, 
which a good compiler should be able to avoid completely [4, 16]. Unfortunately, the compiler that 
we have been using (FAST [17]) does not have this capability. 

The definition of  the function reorder has been omitted from the program of Fig. 2 as it does 
not play a role in the discussion on updating. The interested reader is referred to our paper [10] 
for a complete description of  the program. 

2.2. Can destructive update be made safe? 

Depending on the choice made in the function f i t  in Fig. 2, either the monolithic level,, or 
the incremental leveli is used. The time complexity of the destructively updating (incremental) and 
the monolithic implementations are the same: O ( N  x log N). The non-destructively updating 
implementation can be ruled out, because it has a time complexity of O ( N  2 × log N). A selection 
can thus be based purely on the space behaviour of  the two implementations. 

The monolithic implementation of the fit makes log2 N calls to array and therefore allocates 
O ( N  × log N) space. The destructively updating implementation uses only O(N)  space. So the 
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1. leveli(j, m,  n, x) level~(j, m, n, x) 
2 . {  { 
3. if (j = N)  { if (j = N)  { 
4. return x; return x; 
5. } else if (bit(j, m) = O) { } else if (bit(i, m) = O) { 
6. k - - j + 2 ' ~ ;  k = j + 2 ' ~ ;  
7. xj = suspend(subscript, x, j ) ;  xj = subscript'(x, j); 
8. x~ = suspend(subscript, x, k); xk = subscript'(x, k); 

9. vjk = suspend(bfly, n x j, x j ,xk);  vjk = suspend(bfly, n x j, x j ,xk);  
10. vj = suspend(fst, vik); vj = suspendOCst, vjk); 
11. vk = suspend(snd, vjk); vk = suspend(snd, vj~); 
12. y = update(x,j,  vj); y = update(x,j,v~); 
13. z = update(y, k, vk ); z = update(y, k, v~ ); 
14. re turn leveli(j + 1 , m , n , z ) ;  returnlevel'i( j + 1, m , n , z ) ;  
15. I else { } else { 
16. re turn  leveli(j + 1,ra, n,~e); re turn level'i( j + 1 , m , n , z ) ;  
17. } } 
18. ) } 

Fig. 3. The level~ procedure taken from the C-code generated for the incremental version of the fit, 
showing on the left the code before and on the right the code after the cheap eagerness optimization. 

incremental approach is best, but only if the updates can be performed destructively. If this cannot 
be guaranteed, the implementation will require O (N 2 x log N) space. 

The question is: can this guarantee be given? Unfortunately, the answer is no, unless some 
precautionary measures are taken. Let us first investigate why the required guarantee is difficult 
to give, and then come back to the measures that have been proposed in the literature. 

Without special measures, a compiler for a lazy functional language may generate code similar 
to that shown on the left of  Fig. 3 as the function leveli. The generated code has been expressed 
as a C program; functions are thus called by value. Only the essential parts of the C code have 
been shown, which include the array manipulations. 

As one would expect in a lazy language, we have assumed that update is strict in its first two 
arguments (the array and the index) and non-strict in its third argument (the new value). The 
strictness analysis of the compiler is then able to discover the following fact: since the update 
function is strict in its first two arguments (the array and the index), both j and k are needed and 
will therefore represent integers, rather than pointers to suspensions in the heap. Similarly, the 
variables x, y and z represent proper arrays rather than suspensions, which only produce arrays 
as soon as they are evaluated. The two update functions are therefore called rather than embedded 
in suspensions. On the other hand, the variables vj and Vk are not needed and therefore point at 
suspensions in the heap, because of  the non-strictness of the third argument (the value) of update. 
The functions f s t  and snd select the first, respectively the second component of the tuple returned 
by bfly. The variables xj and Xk cannot be proved to be needed, so suspensions should be made 
of the subscript functions, as shown in the body of leveli. These two suspensions make it impossible 
to use destructive updates, because pointers emanating from these suspensions will refer to the 
array x. This problem has been described by Stoye [18] and some others. We will present a solution 
that works for the fit program, but unfortunately this solution does not always apply. 

2.3. Possible solutions to the suspended subscript problem 

The update function as used by Bloss [19] is strict in all three arguments, rather than in just the 
first two as is the case here. Depending on the sophistication of the strictness analyser, this may 
or may not avoid the problem we are presently facing. Should the strictness analysis be capable 
of  reasoning about structured data, such as the tuple returned by the bfly function, the values of 
vj and v k will be known to be needed and so will the values of  xj and xk. It is possible to build 
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Fig. 4. Applying the cheap eagerness optimization to array subscription. The boxes represent heap cells. 

a sufficiently sophisticated strictness analyser to prove the neededness of xj and xk, but the FAST 
compiler does not offer this. 

An alternative approach has been implemented in the FAST compiler [20]. Even with a fairly 
simple strictness analyser, and when using a version of update that is non-strict in its third 
argument, it is still possible to use a destructive update. To achieve this, an optimisation called 
cheap eagerness is used: instead of building a suspension for a selector function and using the 
pointer to the suspension, cheap eagerness selects the required item and uses a pointer to that item. 
These two approaches are schematically shown in Fig. 4. Here a points at the suspension of  the 
subscript function and b points at the item to be selected. The arguments of subscript are an array 
x and an index i. The cheap eagerness optimisation is also used in the LML compiler [21]. 

Assume that both the array and the index are head normal forms, that is, the index is an integer 
and the array is a block of memory containing pointers to the actual elements. Whether the array 
elements themselves are (head) normal forms or not is irrelevant. It is now possible to use the 
pointer b instead of the pointer a and thus avoid building the suspension of subscript. This amounts 
to selecting a certain element from a container while it is not known whether the resulting value 
will ever be needed. This is thus non-lazy. However, in the present case the amount of  work 
involved in selecting the element, is less than the amount of  work required to build the suspension 
for subscript. So even though the optimized code is not lazy, it is arguably more efficient and 
therefore desirable to have. It should be noted that the optimisation does not evaluate the selected 
item (in the dashed box), as that may involve an unlimited amount of computation, which would 
defeat the whole objective. 

The cheap eagerness optimization can only be applied if the compiler is able to prove that a 
limited form of eager evaluation requires less work than lazy evaluation. In the example of Fig. 4, 
the compiler must thus know that both the index and the container of the array (but not necessarily 
the actual array elements) have indeed been evaluated sufficiently by the time the subscript 
operations at lines 7 and 8 in Fig. 3 are executed. The cheap eagerness optimization can be applied 
to all selector functions and most arithmetic functions. 

Returning to the C-code of Fig. 3 it becomes apparent that the cheap eagerness optimization 
can be applied to the two subscriptions xj . . . .  and xk . . . .  . During strictness analysis, the 
compiler has proved that both the array x and the two indices j and k are indeed evaluated by 
the time the suspensions of subscript are made (see lines 7 and 8 in Fig. 3). The optimisation thus 
enables the two statements that build the suspensions of subscript to be replaced by calls to a special 
function subscript'. The latter differs from the regular subscript in that it does not guarantee 
to return a head normal form; subscript' merely returns (a pointer to) the selected item as found. 
The optimized version level~ is shown on the right of  Fig. 3. 

After applying the cheap eagerness optimization to the fit program, destructive updates are safe, 
because the array of complex numbers is now single threaded. We have thus achieved our goal, 
without having to modify the incremental version of  the fit program. However, this particular 
version had been prepared with the capabilities of the compiler in mind. This gave the function 
leveli its present form and helped the strictness analyser to discover that leveli is strict in its first 
and last argument, which happens to be just the information needed to make the cheap eagerness 
optimization work. Cheap eagerness is a general optimization, which applies many primative as 
well as user defined functions. However, because it is an optimization, cheap eagerness cannot be 
guaranteed to solve the problem of the suspended subscripts in other cases. As many researchers 
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have observed, a small change to either the program or the compiler and the single threadedness 
is lost again, so that the performance of  an incremental program deteriorates considerably because 
destructive updates are no longer safe. 

The monolithic version of  the fit can also be made to destructively update the array. This requires 
the call to array in level,, to be replaced by a call to accum, so that access to the old array x is 
granted, yielding: 

level',,j m n x = accum ( 2xy • y )x (concat l) 

where 

l = [bflylistjm n x [ j ~ [ 0 .  • • N - 1]; b i t jm  = 0] 

For the new function levelm to indeed reuse the container of the array x, the elements of the array 
must be read out two at a time. The two values must then be run through the bfly function to deliver 
the two new elements, which are then written in place of  the old elements. The subscript analysis 
described by Anderson and Hudak [4] should be capable of achieving this. However, this requires 
a very powerful compiler and a programmer who knows exactly how to express a problem such 
that it can be recognized. These are both hard to achieve. 

2.4. Tidal prediction 

The second example that we will study is a tidal prediction. This program is also based on 
previous work [22, 23], which explains in some detail the physical background of the application. 
To make the present paper reasonably self contained, we discuss the essential aspects of the 
application domain, which leads to a formulation of an almost single threaded implementation. 
For a comprehensive treatment of the application domain, the reader is referred to Heemink's thesis 
[24]. 

The prediction of  the tides in the North Sea and its estuaries are based on the shallow water 
equations. The linearized and slightly simplified versions of  these equations [24] are shown below: 

Ou Oh u V 2 cos 

+ g ~ x  
- f v  +2~z) --7 ~ - 0 (1) 

0-7 

0v 0h v V 2 sin ~k 
Ot +gffyy + f u  + 2 ~  - 7 ~ = 0 (2) 

Oh + O(Du) O(Dv) 
0-7 0x + 0----T = 0 (3) 

h, Small variations in the water height; D, depth of the water as a function of  x and y; f ,  Coriolis 
parameter (1.25 x 10 -4 s-~); ~, wind friction (,~ 3.2 × 10-6); ~k, wind direction; u, water velocity in 
the x direction; v, water velocity in the y direction; g, acceleration of  gravity (9.8 ms-2); 2, bottom 
friction (~2 .4  × 10-3ms 1); V, wind velocity. 

Equations (1) and (2) represent the conservation of  momentum and equation (3) represents the 
conservation of mass. The effects of  earth rotation (f), the friction with the bottom (2) and the 
friction with the wind (~,) are taken into account. The effect of  the atmospheric pressure has been 
ignored because it is relatively small. 

A numerical approximation for the partial differential equations (1)-(3) is given in the finite 
difference scheme of  equations (4)-(6) below. For a formal derivation see van der Houwen [25]. 
The variables u, v and h in equations (1)-(3) are approximated in equations (4)-(6) by values u k t , j  , 

v -k. and h k ,.s ,.s on a spatial grid at discrete points in time. The grid coordinates are i and j and the 
superscript k represents the discrete time steps. The depth D does not vary in time (h ikj is varying), 
hence no superscript k is required. When Ax and Ay are the distance steps in the grid, the relations 
between the true and approximated height and velocities are: 

u k,,j ~ u((2i - 1)Ax, 2jAy, kAt )  hkij ~ u(2iAx, 2jAy, kA t )  

Vkj ~ v(2iAx, (2j -- 1)Ay, kAt )  Dij = D(2iAx,  2jAy) 
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The spatial grids for u, v and h are slightly shifted with respect to each other, in about  the same way 
as the red, green and blue dots that correspond to the pixels of  a colour monitor. This alignment 
of  the matrices is called a space staggered grid, and it has important  advantages for the stability 
of  the computations.  See van der Houwen [25] for further details. Because of the choice of  a space 
staggered grid the equations for u~j and v~j are asymmetrical: 

uk~ -j u k - -  At k At - V2cos~b 
= h i - L j ) + f - - ~ (  i-~.j+ i - l j+l  , . I Di.j+Di.j+ I 

,,, ,J g ~ . ~ x ( h i , j _  k vk v ~ +V~j+t ,  kj+ ) _ 2 A t A U ~ j  7 

(4) 

2vkj-- TV z sin qJ vk+~ k At  th k _ h  k ~ At  tuk+~ uk+~ uk+~ k+~ ~ 2At ' 
t.) = V i , j - - g 2 ~ y k  ~,j ~.j I J - - f - - - ~  ~,j J+ i + l , j  I "q- i,j J t - U i + l , j . t - -  D~.j+D,+I,/ 

(5) 

At 
~. k+l (Di,j+Dij+ . ~+1~ h ~+l = h k {(Di+l,j- l-Di+l,j+l;ui+l,j-  , l)Ui, j t 

,j i,j 4Ax 

At 13 ~,k+ I __ (Di, j + Di+ , k+ i}. (6) 4Ay {(Di,j + i + ~i + i,j + l pt i,j+ 1 l,j Jg  ,J 

The use of  the finite difference scheme and the particular choice for a space staggered grid has three 
important  advantages for the structure of  the implementation: 

1. The calculations in each grid point only require neighbouring values, both in space 
and in time. For instance, the value of v in equation (1) is approximated in 

,k equation (4) by an average of four neighbours (v~ i,j + v~_ l,j+ l +  vi, j+  v~j+ t)/4. 
The finite difference scheme thus leads to the locality that is required to enable 
efficient use of  computing resources. 

2. The finite difference schemes gives an order in which new approximations can be 
calculated from previous values: first compute all the u~ [ ~, then compute all the 
v k+l and finally all the h~ +~ This sequence must be repeated until the required Lj t,J " 

time frame has been reached. This sequence has a good stability, which is very 
important  for numerical approximations. 

3. The choice of  a space staggered grid makes it possible to store the velocities and 
heights using only three arrays: one for each of the uk v ~ and h k These arrays t ,J,  i,j i , j"  

may be updated in place, provided the computat ions are sequenced as discussed 
above. 

These advantages lead to the monolithic and incremental implementations shown in Fig. 5. The 
constant N represents the number  of  times the transform function has to be repeated to compute 
the heights and velocities during the Nth  time frame. The constants X and Y specify the size of  
the grid. The initial state of  the grid is the 3-tuple (u0, v0, h0). Because a space staggered grid is 
used, the sizes of  the three matrices, u, v and h are different. This difference is a source of 
complication for the implementation of  both the monolithic and the incremental versions of  
transform. 

Given a coordinate pair, the functions fu,  f v  and fh calculate the initial states of  the matrices 
u0, v0 and h0. The three functions gu',  gv" and gh'  compute the new value of a point according 
to the equations (4)-(6). 

The monolithic version transform,, uses tabulate2 to generate three new matrices u' ,  v '  and h' ,  
based on the descriptor dxy, where tabulate2 is merely a two dimensional form of the function 
tabulate as discussed at the beginning of Section 2. The descriptor dxy covers exactly the area.,; of  
the three matrices for which new values must be calculated during an iteration. As shown in the 
definitions of u0 and v0, the matrix u0 and therefore also u'  must have an extra column to the right 
and similarly the matrix v '  must have an extra row on top. This extra row/column is not delivered 
by the two applications of  tabulate2 in level,.. Instead, an auxiliary function reshape is used, which 
cuts the extra column/row off its first argument and pastes it onto its second argument. This gives 
the new matrices u '  and v'  the right shape. The shape of the matrix h '  is properly described by 
dxy so there is no need for a call to reshape in the definition of h' .  



descr = =  (int x int) x (int x int) 
triple = =  (matrix of real x matrix of real x matrix of real) 

main :: triple 
main = repeat N (uo, vo, ho) 

UO~ ~)0~ ho ": 

UO 

VO 

matrix of real 
= tabulate2fu ((0, X + 1), (0, Y)) 
= tabulate2fv ((0, X) ,  (0, Y + 1)) 
= tabulate2]h dxy 

dxy :: descr 
dxy = ((0, X) ,  (0, Y)) 

repeat :: int -4 triple -4 triple 

repeat 0 t = t 
repeat n t = repeat (n - 1) (transform t) 

transforml, transform m :: triple -4 triple 
transform m (u, v, h) = (u', v', h') 

w h e r e  
u' = reshape u ( talrulate2 (gu u v h) dxy) 

v' = reshape v (tabulate2 (go u' v h) dxy) 
h' = tabulate2 (gh u' v' h) dxy 

transform i (u, v, h) = force(u', v', h') 
w h e r e  
u' = aimap2 (gu' v h) u dxy 

v' = aimap2 (go' u' h) v dxy 
h' = aimap2 (gh' u' v') h dxy 

gu,go,  gh :: matrix of real -4 matrix of real -4 matrix of real -4 int -4 int -4 real 
gu u v h i j = gu' v h (subscript2 u i j )  i j 

go u v h i j = gr/ u h (subscript2 v i j )  i j 
gh u v h i j = gh' u v (subscript2 h i j )  i j 

aimap2 :: (c~ -4 int ~ int ~ a)  -4 matrix o f a  -4 descr ~ matrix of a 
aimap2 f mat ((l~, u~), (l~, uv) ) 

= aimap g mat l .  u .  
w h e r e  
g vec i = aimap h vec I v u~ 

w h e r e  
h elem j = f elem i j 

aimap :: (a  -4 int -4 a)  -4 array of a -4 int -4 int -4 array of a 
aimap f vec k u = vec, if k > u 

= aimap f (updatevec k x)  (k + 1) u, o therwise  
w h e r e  
x = f (subscript vec k) k 

Fig. 5. Two implementations of wv: transform,, follows the monolithic approach and transform, follows 
the incremental approach towards array construction. 
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There are other, more efficient solutions possible to give the matrices u' and L,' the right 
shape. We could have hidden the special treatment of  the extra column/row in the functions gu 
and gv. We have chosen to make the reshaping of the results of  the tabulate2 functions explicit 
at this level because it confirms that the monolithic array operations as they have been used are 
not quite powerful enough. A function such as tabulate2 should be capable of applying different 
functions to different areas of the matrix. This problem is addressed to some extent by the work 
of the Sisal group [26], and we think that the monolithic array primitives from Haskell are not 
adequate. 

The incremental version transform i uses aimap2 to generate three new matrices u ', ~" and h'. 
Because of the incremental approach, this time there is no need for something like reshape. ]'he 
reason is that aimap2 calculates new values for a certain submatrix, and retains the remaining 
elements as they are. The shape of the matrix argument thus determines the shape of the result, 
whereas the shape of the descriptor argument determines which matrix elements will be updated. 
This naturally fits the problem being solved. So for once the incremental approach seems "nicer" 
than the monolithic approach. 

To make the incremental version work properly, an annotation is required to make the three 
matrices u, t, and h single threaded. This annotation is the force function in the body of transforrni, 
which evaluates tts argument to a full normal form. To see why the matrices are not single threaded 
without the force application, consider the graph shown in Fig. 6. This graph represents the 
evaluation of the third state of the matrix u, which is noted as u". A box represents a function 
application, whose name is shown in the box. An arrow represents a pointer to a argument. 
The pointers to the descriptor argument dxy have been omitted to avoid unnecessary clutter. What 
is shown is thus the essential structure as it is built by the graph reduction implementation. 
The demand driven evaluation implied by lazy graph reduction starts on the edge marked u". ]'he 
demand propagates to the edge marked u' and u. The initial matrix u0, is thus updated once to 
form the second state u' and then again to form the third state u". As the graph shows, there are 
several pointers to the second state u', which have not been resolved because of pending 
computations required to calculate v' and h'. 

The effect of the,force annotation is to guarantee that all computations required by the current 
step are indeed completed before the next step is started. The force annotation causes the 
components of the tuple to be evaluated from left to right, so that first u' is evaluated, then t~' and 
finally h '. Forcing the components in a different order would not solve the problem at all! The.fi~rce 
annotation makes the matrices single threaded and therefore enables the use of destructive updates. 
After inserting the.force annotation, we noticed a significant reduction in the space requirements 
of the wv simulation. For this reason alone, we should thus have been using the force annotation 
~t this partictdar place and not only in the incremental version, but also in the monolithic ver,;ion 
of trat~:/brm. 

We should like to point out that the FAST compiler is not capable of verifying the safety of 
destructive updates. It is entirely up to the programmer to work this out. We do not propose to 
present arbitrary destructive updates as a tool to the causal programmer, but instead use such 
unsafe facilities as an object of study. 

3. M E A S U R E M E N T S  

The three programs qs, fit, and wv have been compiled by the FAST compiler [! 7] and executed 
on a SUN SPARC 4/690, with 64Mb of  memory, 64KB caches, running under SunOS 4.1.2. 
Various statistics are collected by the runtime system, of  which Table 1 presents the most important 
ones, as shown in the first column. 

The three programs have been implemented using incremental arrays (see the columns marked 
Incr) as well as monolithic arrays (see the columns marked Mono). All incremental versions have 
been executed during a destructive implementation of the array update (columns marked destr). 
The wv program has also been executed using the naive copying implementation of the array 
update (column marked copy). With a naive copying implementation of the array update, the 
asymptotic complexity of the other programs is so bad that there is no point in presenting precise 
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Fig. 6. Graph reduction of the function transform i indicating why single threadedenss is not automatic. 

measurements. That  this is not the case for the wv program can be explained as follows. Unlike 
the other two programs, wv uses N x N matrices, which are implemented as arrays of  arrays. When 
naively updating a point in the matrix, only an array of size N has to be copied, not an entire matrix 
of  size N x N. Because of  this implementation choice, even the incremental copying version of  this 
program has an acceptable performance. 

Two different array implementations have been used. The first implementation uses strict arrays, 
which means that every array primitive evaluates all array elements to head normal form when 
creating or updating an array. This implementation does therefore not allow arrays with undefined 
elements to be created. The array elements are always boxed. The measurements pertaining to this 
implementation may be found in the first section of  the table (under the heading Strict arrays). 
The second implementation is based on non-strict arrays, for which the measurements may be 
found in the second section of  the table (under the heading Non-strict arrays). These latter 
measurements are shown as a percentage of  the corresponding statistic for the strict array 
implementation. A positive percentage corresponds to an increase, i.e. a worse performance. 
A negative percentage represents a decrease, i.e. a better performance. 

The third section of the table presents a break down of the number of  heap cells claimed with 
respect to the different ways in which the heap cells are used. The break down applies to the 
implementation of  strict arrays only, non-strict arrays are not too different in this respect. 
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Table 1. Function calls, cell claims, reducer activity and execution time for the different versions of each program. The blank 
entries in the second and third sections of the table indicate "no change for this entry" 
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Program qs fit wv 

Version: Incr Mono Incr Mono lncr Mono 
destr destr copy destr 

Input 32767 32767 8192 8192 10 I 0 10 

Strict arrays 
Calls 4155 K 8009 K 2645 K 4038 K 5262 K 5262 K 7201 K 
Cells 360 K 1657 K 977 K 2386 K 2171 K 2046 K 2261 K 
reduce 5429 K 9305 K 2446 K 6730 K 8965 K 8965 K 12010 K 
seconds 7 15 6 20 24 15 19 

Non-strict arrays 
calls + 10% 
cells + 36% + 1% + 7% + 7% + 10% 
reduce +23% +48% + 13% + 13% + 15% 
seconds +4% +2% +88% +3 %  + 10% + 14% +28% 

Strict arrays, break down of  cell claims 
(SUSP) 36% 47% 3% 37% 17% 18% 18% 
(CONS) 9% 40% 1% 11% 
( A R R )  5% 6% 
( N U M B )  27% 6% 61% 32% 12% 13% 15% 
DBL 16% 7% 63% 66% 60% 

The row marked input for qs gives the length of  the list to be sorted. For fit, the input parameter 
is the number of points transformed and for wv the input parameter gives the number of simulated 
time steps. 

The row marked calls in the first section presents the total number of function calls, including 
all primitive and user defined functions. Even a simple addition is counted as a function call, 
to give an impression of the amount of work involved in each of the computations. The row 
marked calls in the second section gives the increase/decrease in the number of function calls due 
to the use of non-strict instead of strict arrays. The total number of function calls for 
the incremental version of  the fft program is 10% higher when using non-strict arrays. The two 
other programs are not affected by the choice of (non)-strict array primitives with respect to this 
statistic. 

The row cells gives the number of heap cell claims required during the execution. Heap cells are 
an expensive resource so the larger this number, the larger the expected execution time. The number 
of cell claims is worse affected by the choice of strict/non-strict arrays than the number of function 
calls. 

The row reduce gives a measure of the costs involved in implementing lazy evaluation. 
The statistic is incremented each time the reducer is called, and also when certain subfunctions 
of the reducer are called (for example a step during the unwind of the spine). Most versions 
show a significant increase, up to 48% with respect to this statistic when moving to non-strict 
arrays. 

The row seconds gives the execution time of the different versions of the programs. The 
incremental versions, implemented with destructive updates are always the fastest. There is a 
relatively large error, of perhaps 50% in time measurements on a complex architecture, such as 
the SUN SPARC processor with caches [27]. Such large errors arise because small variations in 
heap size or code size may cause large variations in the effectiveness of the cache and thus in the 
execution time. Therefore it is safe only to conclude that the destructively updating incremental 
implementation of fit is significantly faster with strict than with non-strict arrays. 

In the third section, a breakdown is presented of the number of cell claims as a percentage 
of the statistic cell in the first section. The measurements in the first as well as the third section 
apply to the implementations based on strict arrays. The following categories of cells appear in 
the table: ( S U S P )  represents suspended function applications ( C O N S )  represents boxed list 
constructor cells, ( A R R )  represents boxed array containers and ( N U M B )  represents boxed 
numbers. The category DBL represents unboxed double precision numbers. There are other cell 
categories, such as array descriptor pairs, but they do not occur frequently and have therefore been 
omitted. This is also the reason that the percentages in each column of the third section do not 
add up to 100%. 
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For the wv program, the statistic DBL accounts for over 66% of the cell claims. This is entirely 
due to a problem in the implementation that we have used, which is not able to store unboxed 
double precision numbers directly in a stack frame. Instead, for each unboxed double, a heap cell 
is allocated, and a pointer to that heap cell is stored in a stack frame. There are implementation 
techniques to solve this problem but we have not implemented those. The fit program also suffers 
from this deficiency but to a much lesser extent, because at most 16% of its cell claims are unboxed 
doubles. The list structure being built by the fit can be avoided almost entirely, if better methods 
for compiling array comprehensions are used [4, 16]. 

The number of cells claimed by even the fastest version of each program is large when compared 
to the problem size. In particular, it should be possible to run the destructively updating versions 
of each program using a fixed number of cells, related to the size of the problem being solved. For 
qs and fft, the required number of cells is equal to the value of the input parameter. For wv, the 
number of cells does not depend on the input parameter, but only on the size of the three matrices 
involved. The destructively updating version of fft uses 977 K/8192 ~ 119 times more cells than 
we would like. It should come as no surprise that an implementation in C [28] is about 100 times 
faster than our best implementation. To solve this problem, it will be necessary to treat unboxed 
data, such as complex numbers, as first class citizens. This means that an array of complex numbers 
should be represented not as an array of pointers to cells but exactly as in C, by an array of structs 
that contrain the real and imaginary parts. To achieve such a result requires both powerful boxing 
analysis as well as new techniques for supporting unboxed values at runtime, and in particular 
during garbage collection. 

4. C O N C L U S I O N S  

Using destructive updates in a lazy language is hard, even though the programs that we have 
studied are relatively small. The programmer requires intimate knowledge of the implementation 
and even worse, a slight change in the program may make it impossible for the compiler to prove 
the uniqueness of a pointer to an array. As we have seen in sections 2.2 and 2.4, this has a disastrous 
effect on the performance of the program and therefore relying on destructive updates is 
unsatisfactory. 

Although the safety of programs using monads or unique types is guaranteed, still the 
programmer is required to have the same intimate knowledge of the underlying implementation. 
Otherwise the program canot be written in such a way that it will be accepted by the static checks 
of the compiler. 

In the programs that we have used, destructive updates were found to be safe except in one case, 
where an annotation by the programmer proved essential. This annotation (in the wv program) 
turned out to be required also to curtail the space consumption of the program. 

The three programs that have been studied admit solutions based on the use of monolithic arrays, 
which do not have the problem that a small change may influence the performance dramatically. 
The performance of  these monolithic versions is at most a factor of 2 worse than that of the 
incremental versions. This performance difference may however change as soon as we correct the 
two shortcomings of  our implementation described earlier (the use of heap cells to store unboxed 
double precision numbers and the generation of redundant intermediate list structure for array 
comprehensions). 

The monolithic programs are heater than the incremental programs, and they have the advantage 
that even a simple implementation will give a reasonable performance. A sophisticated implemen- 
tation should give a performance comparable to that of incremental implementations. 

The monolithic array operations that we have used are relatively primitive. It would be 
worthwhile to extend the primitives to support operations over certain index patterns or index 
ranges. This would improve programs such as wv that reshape matrices. Such an extension would 
improve the appearance of programs using arrays and it would also offer the compiler more scope 
for optimizations. This route looks more promising than to try to build several complex analyses 
into the compiler that must operate in perfect harmony to achieve good results. 
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